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Perception is a funny thing, especially when you first meet or talk to someone for the first
time.

It can, however, leave a lasting impression, but the thing about perception is sometimes, you
have to give it a chance. A chance to evolve. One thing I have learned, and it’s not easy, you
have to give people the benefit of the doubt, even when your first impression of a person is
not what you thought it would be.

Anyone who has ever read my stuff, knows I’m a big relationship type of person, especially
when it comes to dealing with athletes and coaches I cover. I like to get to know them and
learn what makes them tick on and off the field.

I will admit, I have had dealings with coaches that have gone well and some that are, let’s just
say a little strained. There are some coaches that I have great relationships with, like former
Lancaster football coach Rob Carpenter. He and I could talk about anything, and I will
always cherish the talks we had when I would attend practice each week.

Lancaster baseball coach Corey Conn is another coach who I have had great conversations
with on and off the field. Our relationship has evolved over the years, so much so that I
consider him a friend. He is just a wonderful human being.

The thing that is awesome about coach Carpenter and coach Conn, is that while I have a close
relationship with both, when it comes to game time, it is completely professional. They
understand I have a job to do, and if I have to ask them tough questions after a game, we can
separate things.

I tell you all that because of my first interaction with new Lancaster football coach Bryan
Schoonover.
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I was going to first interview him in person after he was hired at the school board meeting.
However, word got out that he was being hired, so I had to do a phone interview with him the
day before the meeting so I could write the story and have it ready to go when he was
officially hired.

As far as he knew, I was going to interview him at the board meeting, so when I called him
the day before, he obviously wasn’t expecting the call.

To put things into perspective, I was excited to talk with him. I had heard a lot of good things
about him, and while I was going to miss talking with coach Carpenter, I was ready to give
the new coach a chance. I was interested in what he had to say, and to be honest, see what
kind of impression I would have of him.

Well, let’s just say my first impression of him was not good. Things got off to a rocky start
and my perception of this guy was not good. The first two conversations were quick and left
me a little ticked off.

My first call to him went like this:

“Hey coach, this is Tom Wilson.” Click. He hung on me. I was stunned. I was like, did that
just happen? So, I waited for about a minute and called him back. I didn’t even get a chance
to say anything this time before he answered, “Hey Tom Wilson, I don’t have time to talk, call
me back in 30 minutes.” Click. He hung up.

At this point, I was not happy, to say the least. My first thought was, I am not calling him
back.

Well, he called me back 20 minutes later and explained he had an emergency at his school
that he had to take care of, and when I called the first time, he thought it was one of his
friends playing a trick on him, saying it was me. Remember, he thought I was going to
interview him after the board meeting.

He apologized, and while that softened the blow a little for me, the verdict in my mind was
still out on the guy. However, that is where first perception of someone isn’t always what it
seems. At that point, I had to decide, do I give this guy the benefit of the doubt?

To be honest, at that moment, I thought of coach Carpenter and coach Conn, and the positive
influence they both have had on me. They are all about giving people the benefit of the doubt.
I’ve never heard them say a negative thing about anyone, so I thought to myself, I need to
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give coach Schoonover the benefit of the doubt and not let our first encounter jade my
thinking of him.

You have to realize, all those thoughts that I just told you were going through my head as I
was talking with coach Schoonover, and as it turned out, the more we talked, the more I liked
him.

We ended up talking for an hour about a lot of different things, and when we hung up, my
first thought was how much I was looking forward to working with him. I had almost forgot
about that first phone call went.

I guess I wanted to share this story because, we as humans can sometimes judge people
before we even get to know them, or we have a preconceived notion about someone before we
even give them a chance.

I hope coach Schoonover doesn’t get upset that I shared this story, but he shouldn’t, because
it’s a testament to him and what kind of person he is. Without even knowing it, he turned an
awkward situation into a positive.

As he was discussing his plans for Lancaster football, I felt like I wanted to suit up and play. I
was excited for the players because they are getting a guy who has a plan and a vision of
where he wants to take the program.

“All we can do is control the things we can control and focus in on what we have control of
day in and day out,” Schoonover said. “Being a culture that is built around hard work,
commitment, being accountable and being relentless and just being grateful for the
opportunity to play for this program. We are going to be great, we are going to be grateful, we
are going to be relentless, we are going to have enthusiasm, we are going to be accountable
and we are going to be together. Those are things that we are going to preach. Lancaster is
not a program that is broke. It’s a program that is historically built on being tough.”

I guess I learned that perception is not reality. I was glad I didn’t let my first interaction jade
my thinking of coach Schoonover.

I thoroughly enjoyed our conversation, and there is no doubt, Lancaster picked the right guy
to lead its football program. I look forward to more wonderful conversations with him, and as
our relationship evolves, I’m sure we will get a good laugh out of our first interaction with
each other.
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